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Understanding Popular Culture John Fiske 2010-10-08 This revised edition of a now classic text includes a
new introduction by Henry Jenkins, explaining ‘Why Fiske Still Matters’ for today’s students, followed by a
discussion between former Fiske students Kevin Glynn, Jonathan Gray, and Pamela Wilson on the theme
of ‘Reading Fiske and Understanding the Popular’. Both underline the continuing relevance of this
foundational text in the study of popular culture. What is popular culture? How does it diﬀer from mass
culture? And what do popular "texts" reveal about class, race, and gender dynamics in a society? John
Fiske answers these and a host of other questions in Understanding Popular Culture. When it was ﬁrst
written, Understanding Popular Culture took a groundbreaking approach to studying such cultural
artifacts as jeans, shopping malls, tabloid newspapers, and TV game shows, which remains relevant
today. Fiske diﬀerentiates between mass culture – the cultural "products" put out by an industrialized,
capitalist society – and popular culture – the ways in which people use, abuse, and subvert these
products to create their own meanings and messages. Rather than focusing on mass culture’s attempts
to dominate and homogenize, he prefers to look at (and revel in) popular culture’s evasions and
manipulations of these attempts. Designed as a companion to Reading the Popular, Understanding
Popular Culture presents a radically diﬀerent theory of what it means for culture to be popular: that it is,
literally, of the people. It is not imposed on them, it is created by them, and its pleasures and meanings
reﬂect popular tastes and concerns – and a rejection of those fostered by mass culture. With wit, clarity,
and insight, Professor Fiske debunks the myth of the mindless mass audience, and demonstrates that, in
myriad ways, popular culture thrives because that audience is more aware than anyone guesses.
The Art of the Short Fiction Film Richard Raskin 2015-10-06 This work is the ﬁrst of its kind to single
out individual short ﬁction ﬁlms for comprehensive presentation and close study. Two Men and a
Wardrobe (Roman Polanski, Poland, 1958, 15 min.), Coﬀee and Cigarettes (Jim Jarmusch, USA, 1986, 6
min.), Sunday (John Lawlor, Ireland, 1988, 8 min.), Cat's Cradle (Liz Hughes, Australia, 1991, 12 min.),
Eating Out (Pal Sletaune, Norway, 1993, 7 min.), Come (Marianne Olsen Ulrichsen, Norway, 1995, 4.5
min.), Wind (Marcell Ivanyi, Hungary, 1996, 6 min.), Possum (Brad McGann, New Zealand, 1997, 14 min.),
and The War Is Over (Nina Mimica, Italy, 1997, 7 min.) are the nine short ﬁction ﬁlms studied. The ﬁlms
represent a broad range of storytelling approaches and a number of very diﬀerent ﬁlm cultures. Each ﬁlm
has a chapter of its own, including a shot-by-shot reproduction of the ﬁlm with a still from every shot. In
most cases, an interview with the director and an original screenplay and storyboard is also included. The
book also describes a new conceptual model, derived from the ﬁlms studied in the work, which can be
used both for analyzing the ways in which a short ﬁction ﬁlm tells its story and as a set of guidelines for
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student ﬁlmmakers writing their own screenplays. Instructors considering this book for use in a course
may request an examination copy here.
Representations and Othering in Discourse Beyza Ç. Tekin 2010-11-11 This volume examines the
construction of Turkey's possible European Union accession in French political discourse. In today's
France, heated debates regarding Turkey's EU membership are turning into an essential part of European
identity formation. Once again, the 'Turkish Other' functions as a mirror for deﬁning not only the
'European Self', but also European values. By providing a genuine and multi-disciplinary approach for
studying the Otherness attributed to Turkey, this book contributes to our understanding of the Self/Other
nexus in International Relations. Within a Critical Discourse Analysis framework, this study explores the
socio-historical basis of the construction of Turkey's Otherness in an attempt to identify the processes
through which past memories, representations, images and fantasies regarding Turkey are inserted into
the French social imaginary. Focusing on these signiﬁcations, which are (re)produced and become
manifest through language, this book strives to uncover the link between discourse and political action.
Combating Human Traﬃcking Christal Morehouse 2009-06-19 Human traﬃcking is one of the most
urgent political challenges of our global age. As the UN deﬁnes it, human traﬃcking is essentially a form
of non-institutional slavery, but also includes the traﬃcking of human organs. It has been resistant to
abolition and diﬃcult to combat. Human traﬃcking is organized through networks and is clandestine in
nature, making it very hard for governments to even detect. Yet it is arguably the most severe form of
human exploitation in the world. Traﬃckers trade in the immediate human suﬀering of their ‘goods’.
Human traﬃcking is a pressing political issue for two key reasons. First, because its victims are often
subjected to virtual slavery, exposing them to severe physical and mental abuse. Their rights are brutally
violated and they are robbed of their f- damental freedom and dignity. The severity and estimated scope
of this abuse has made the issue a priority for the American and German governments. Second, - man
traﬃcking is estimated to be one of the top three sources of income globally, for organized crime. Only
traﬃcking in drugs and arms surpasses human traﬃcking as a means for such illegal networks to
generate funds. Criminal networks undermine the integrity of democratic states and destabilize their
social and economic order. - come generated from human traﬃcking provides such networks with the
resources they need to sustain a wide range of harmful activities.
Reproductive Rights Issues in Popular Media Waltraud Maierhofer 2017-06-09 “No woman can call
herself free who does not own and control her body.” Almost a century after Margaret Sanger wrote
these words, women’s reproductive rights are still hotly debated in the press and among policymakers,
while ﬁlm, television and other media address issues of birth control and abortion to global audiences.
This collection of new essays brings fresh perspectives to the study of family planning, contraception and
abortion with a focus on their representation in popular media. Topics include dramas of adoption and
abortion, telling the story of the pill, Sanger’s depiction in entertainment media, and a controversy about
demographic developments stirred by Carl Djerassi, also known as “the father of the pill.”
Sex Traﬃcking Kimberly A. McCabe 2010-04-12 Global estimates of human traﬃcking range from
600,000 to four million victims each year with the majority being victims of sex traﬃcking. This strikingly
large range belies the diﬃculty in gathering, deﬁning, and accountability of sex-traﬃcking data. Victims
of sex traﬃcking may be forced into pornography, prostitution for the military or militia, spousal
prostitution, and prostitution for the sex-tourism industry. In response to the problem of sex traﬃcking,
many nations have either misunderstood the deﬁnition or failed to comprehend the magnitude that have
occurs within their borders. The United Nations has deﬁned 'human traﬃcking' as 'the recruitment,
transfer, harboring or receipt of persons by threat or use of force.' Similarly, the U.S. State Department's
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Traﬃcking Victims Protection Act 2000 describes severe forms of traﬃcking as: (a) sex traﬃcking in
which a commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in which the person induced to
perform such an act has not attained 18 years of age; or (b) the recruitment, harboring, transportation,
provision, or obtaining of a person for labor or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for
the purpose of subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery. In Sex Traﬃcking:
A Global Perspective, sex traﬃcking is discussed in terms of its multiple purposes and its victims. The
essays provide information to build upon the limited knowledge-base on the subject of sex traﬃcking and
the legislative responses to human traﬃcking by the various highlighted countries. This collection is
unique because it serves the needs of those studying human traﬃcking from a global perspective by
targeting the issue within every geographic region, it provides a general proﬁle of geographic regions in
terms of demographic characteristics and political conditions that may support the growth of sex
traﬃcking, and it is written on a basic information-supply-level to provide readers with a foundation on
human traﬃcking throughout the world.
German Television Larson Powell 2016-08-01 Long overlooked by scholars and critics, the history and
aesthetics of German television have only recently begun to attract serious, sustained attention, and
then largely within Germany. This ambitious volume, the ﬁrst in English on the subject, provides a muchneeded corrective in the form of penetrating essays on the distinctive theories, practices, and socialhistorical contexts that have deﬁned television in Germany. Encompassing developments from the dawn
of the medium through the Cold War and post-reuniﬁcation, this is an essential introduction to a rich and
varied media tradition.
A Crime So Monstrous E. Benjamin Skinner 2008-03-11 To be a moral witness is perhaps the highest
calling of journalism, and in this unforgettable, highly readable account of contemporary slavery, author
Benjamin Skinner travels around the globe to personally tell stories that need to be told -- and heard. As
Samantha Power and Philip Gourevitch did for genocide, Skinner has now done for modern-day slavery.
With years of reporting in such places as Haiti, Sudan, India, Eastern Europe, The Netherlands, and, yes,
even suburban America, he has produced a vivid testament and moving reportage on one of the great
evils of our time. There are more slaves in the world today than at any time in history. After spending
four years visiting a dozen countries where slavery ﬂourishes, Skinner tells the story, in gripping
narrative style, of individuals who live in slavery, those who have escaped from bondage, those who own
or traﬃc in slaves, and the mixed political motives of those who seek to combat the crime. Skinner
inﬁltrates traﬃcking networks and slave sales on ﬁve continents, exposing a modern ﬂesh trade never
before portrayed in such proximity. From mega-harems in Dubai to illicit brothels in Bucharest, from
slave quarries in India to child markets in Haiti, he explores the underside of a world we scarcely
recognize as our own and lays bare a parallel universe where human beings are bought, sold, used, and
discarded. He travels from the White House to war zones and immerses us in the political and ﬂesh-andblood battles on the front lines of the unheralded new abolitionist movement. At the heart of the story
are the slaves themselves. Their stories are heartbreaking but, in the midst of tragedy, readers discover
a quiet dignity that leads some slaves to resist and aspire to freedom. Despite being abandoned by the
international community, despite suﬀering a crime so monstrous as to strip their awareness of their own
humanity, somehow, some enslaved men regain their dignity, some enslaved women learn to trust men,
and some enslaved children manage to be kids. Skinner bears witness for them, and for the millions who
are held in the shadows. In so doing, he has written one of the most morally courageous books of our
time, one that will long linger in the conscience of all who encounter it, and one that -- just perhaps -may move the world to constructive action.
Utopia and Reality Simon Spiegel 2020-03-15 Since publication of Thomas More‘s Utopia more than
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ﬁve hundred years ago, there has been a steady stream of literary works that depict a better world;
positive utopias in ﬁlm, however, have been scarce. There is a consensus that utopias in the Morean
tradition are not suited to ﬁction ﬁlm, and research has accordingly focused on dystopias. Starting from
the insight that utopias are always a critical reaction to the deﬁcits of the present, Utopia and Reality
takes a diﬀerent approach by looking into the under-researched area of propaganda and documentary
ﬁlms for depictions of better worlds. This volume brings together researchers from two ﬁelds that have so
far seen little exchange – documentary studies and utopian scholarship – and covers a wide range of
ﬁlms from Soviet avant-garde to propaganda videos for the terror organisation ISIS, from political-activist
to ecofeminist and interactive documentaries.
Tatort Germany Lynn M. Kutch 2014-11-01 New essays by leading scholars examining today's vibrant
and innovative German crime ﬁction, along with its historical background.
Messy Europe Kristín Loftsdóttir 2018-02-19 Using the economic crisis as a starting point, Messy Europe
oﬀers a critical new look at the issues of race, gender, and national understandings of self and other in
contemporary Europe. It highlights and challenges historical associations of Europe with whiteness and
modern civilization, and asks how these associations are re-envisioned, re-inscribed, or contested in an
era characterized by crises of diﬀerent kinds. This important collection provides a nuanced exploration of
how racialized identities in various European regions are played out in the crisis context, and asks what
work “crisis talk” does, considering how it motivates public feelings and shapes bodies, boundaries and
communities.
British Animation Clare Kitson 2008 "Clare Kitson celebrates one of the most creative sources of
broadcast animation - Britain's pioneering Channel 4, winner of three Academy Awards for animation.
Kitson, who served as Channel 4's commissioning editor from 1989 until 1999, helped foster the
channel's growing reputation as a broadcasting powerhouse. In British Animation: The Channel 4 Factor,
she takes a look back at this exceptional era - celebrating thirty landmark works and the artists who
made them." --Book Jacket.
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